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Dal libro di testo TALENT VOL. 1 ed. CAMBRIDGE, sono state svolte le unità di seguito riportate contenenti
funzioni linguistiche, strutture grammaticali, vocabolario, letture e attività di comprensione e di
produzione.

LESSONS- STARTER A-B-C-D-E

communicative functions

introductions

talking about nationality

the spelling

how to fill a form

exchange personal info

talking about famous people

how to locate objects

describing people

talking about the family

talking about school

numbers

food and cooking verbs

how to talk about recipes: vocabulary, verbs and nouns

grammar structures

Present simple: be tutte le forme

Pronomi interrogativi: What? Where? Who? How? How old? When? Why? , Which?, How many/much?
How long? How far? What time? How often?

possessive adjectives and pronouns + saxon genitive (‘s)

articles: a/an, the

there is, there are

countable and uncountable nouns / how to express quantities: a/some/any/how much/how many / (a)
few (a) little/many/much

demonstrative adjectives and pronouns: this, these- that, those

prepositions of place

Present simple: have got



adjectives order

lexical areas

holidays

travels

big numbers

cardinal  and ordinal numbers

personal information

the days of the week

how to express the date

jobs and professions

colors

education

parts of the body

friends and family

free time

Vocabulary dealing with food, verbs and
nouns

Units: from 1 to 6

behaviour- ways of learning- technology- appearance- work- health

Grammar

Present simple and sentence structure: affirmative-negative-questions-negative questions

Adverbs of frequency

Adverbs of manner

Verbs of preference + -ing

Present continuous for present and future events

Past simple of the verb to be- past simple of regular and irregular verbs

Past simple in negative sentences and questions- why….?/ because…

Be going to and present simple for the future

Expressions of future times

Will/won’t/ be going to for predictions

listening and speaking

Talking about frequency - describing a picture- describing past events- asking and giving opinions-
talking about intentions- talking about bad habits- healthy lifestyle

talking about A CHRISTMAS CAROL (film)

the internet of things

the European Space Agency

Vocabulary

Daily routines, have and get,adverbs of manners, multimedia, compounds nouns, clothes, clothes
verbs, jobs and professions, the body



Conversazione in lingua inglese: sono stati affrontati i seguenti temi:
- food and beverages
- recipes
- Christmas Time
- Halloween vocabulary, traditions and song
- Thanksgiving traditions
- how to describe a photo- key expressions and speaking strategy.
- CIVICS : How technology can help the Environment
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